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Abstract: The design of new x-ray phase contrast imaging setups often relies on Monte Carlo
simulations for prospective parameter studies. Monte Carlo simulations are known to be accurate
but time consuming, leading to long simulation times, especially when many parameter variations
are required. This is certainly the case for imaging methods relying on absorbing masks or
gratings, with various tunable properties, such as pitch, aperture size, and thickness. In this work,
we present the virtual grating approach to overcome this limitation. By replacing the gratings
in the simulation with virtual gratings, the parameters of the gratings can be changed after the
simulation, thereby significantly reducing the overall simulation time. The method is validated
by comparison to explicit grating simulations, followed by representative demonstration cases.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, the transition of x-ray phase contrast imaging (XPCI) from synchrotron
facilities to lab systems has been successfully established [1]. This transition has been achieved in
particular for grating-based interferometry (GBI) [2] and edge illumination (EI) [3,4]. A natural
consequence of this evolution is that the research field is becoming increasingly oriented towards
the development of real-world applications, such as non-destructive testing [5,6], security [7,8]
and (bio)medical imaging [9–11]. Among these examples, medical XPCI is arguably the most
acclaimed, even more so since the recent demonstration of medical x-ray dark field (DF) imaging
of human lungs with a GBI-based system [12]. Although GBI is currently a more widespread
method, EI is particularly promising due to its low coherence requirements and relatively strong
mechanical robustness [1]. As the number of EI applications steadily grows, so does the need for
reliable simulation tools to support the design of novel imaging systems and the development of
advanced analysis methods.

XPCI simulators are often either based on wave optics calculations [13–16], Monte Carlo
(MC) code [17–22], or a combination thereof [23–28]. In addition, ray tracing-based [29–32]
and empirical methods [33] have been reported. Some of these studies have explicitly included
simulations for EI [15,18,19,21,22,30]. In earlier work [26,27], we have demonstrated the hybrid
(MC and wave optics) simulation of XPCI for GBI using an extended version of GATE, a
Geant4-based MC framework [34–36]. Within this framework, the MC code is used to generate
a wavefront, which is subsequently propagated through the gratings towards the detector using
wave optics. The additional wave optics calculations allow to account for interference effects,
which are crucial to GBI [37]. EI, on the other hand, is a non-interferometric XPCI method.
Hence, geometrical optics can be used to describe image formation and phase shifts are modeled
as refraction effects [38,39]. As interference modeling is no longer required, the simulation can
be performed entirely in GATE, as demonstrated in earlier work [40,41].
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MC simulations, however, are notoriously known to be computationally demanding, leading to
long simulation times. To reduce simulation times, dedicated implementations with simplified
grating interaction models have been presented, where the interactions in the grating are governed
by the well-known Lambert-Beer law, instead of distinct interaction cross sections [42]. System
design parameter studies however, where possibly hundreds or more variations of the grating
geometry are tested, easily require hundreds of MC simulations. Even simply stepping the
EI illumination curve (IC) already requires multiple simulations [22]. Hence, there is a need
for computationally efficient MC simulation strategies in order to perform these studies in an
effective way.

In this work, we introduce the concept of virtual gratings to drastically reduce the total
simulation time for situations where many grating parameter variations are needed. The proposed
concept is based on replacing the explicitly defined gratings (with fixed parameters) by continuous
volumes that register the photon trajectory at the grating position. As such, the grating parameters
can be defined after the MC simulation, regardless of the presence of other objects in the beam
path. One MC simulation therefore serves as a basis for a virtually infinite number of possible
experimental configurations. To our best knowledge, the work presented in this paper provides the
first demonstration of an effective approach to capture the full phase space of grating parameters
with a single MC simulation.

2. Methods

2.1. Edge illumination

Edge illumination is an x-ray imaging technique that, in addition to conventional attenuation
contrast (AC), provides differential phase contrast (DPC) and dark field contrast (DFC) [1,43].
Whereas AC originates from local differences in x-ray attenuation in objects, DPC relies on
local differences in the phase shift induced by the object on the wave front. These effects can
be summarized in the complex index of refraction n = 1 − δ + iβ, where the real part 1 − δ and
imaginary part β govern phase shift and attenuation, respectively. If microstructures smaller than
the aperture size are present, the x-rays undergo many refraction events, leading to DFC. This is
often described as (ultra) small-angle scattering [43].

In standard EI, these three contrasts are measured by means of an imaging setup that, apart
from source and detector, consists out of two absorbing masks or gratings [1] (see Fig. 1). The
first grating is put in front of the object and forms smaller beams, called beamlets, which are
subsequently analyzed by the second grating in front of the detector. By stepping the sample
mask in the direction perpendicular to the grating bars, the total intensity transmitted through the
combined masks varies. This results in a so-called illumination curve (IC) for every pixel, which
gives the measured intensity for that pixel as a function of mask stepping position xs (see Fig. 1).
Without object between the masks, the IC is maximal when the two masks are perfectly aligned,
and minimal if they are fully misaligned.

If an object is placed in the beamlet path, the IC shape will change due to the three effects
described above. Attenuation will reduce the area under the IC (the integral), while refraction
will shift the position of the IC center. Small-angle scatter due to microstructures broadens the
IC, as the spatial spread of the beamlet intensity will increase. In practice, the IC is usually
modeled with a Gaussian function [1]:

IC(xs) =
a

c
√

2π
e−

(xs−b)2

2c2 . (1)

Here, a describes the area under the IC, b the position of the IC center, and c the IC width.
Hence, transmission, beamlet shift and broadening are given by

T =
a1
a0

, (2)
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Fig. 1. Left: the basic components of an edge illumination system (not to scale). Right:
example of an illumination curve with and without sample.

∆b = b1 − b0, (3)

∆c2 = c2
1 − c2

0, (4)

respectively, where index 0 denotes the reference beam (flat field), and index 1 the projection with
sample. The attenuation is calculated from the transmission by taking the negative logarithm,
− ln T . By taking the source-to-detector distance (SDD) into account, the refraction angle can be
calculated from ∆b. As this is merely a scaling operation, we will use ∆b directly as a measure
for DPC. Finally, DFC is interpreted as the relative broadening of the IC, or ∆c2/c2

0.

2.2. Simulation models for gratings

In general, modeling the effect of the gratings is a crucial aspect of the simulation. Different
approaches exist, which can be roughly divided in three categories: (1) modeling the grating as a
plane (2D) [14,15,18,20,23–27,32,44], (2) modeling the grating as a volume with bars extending
along the direction of the optical axis (3D) [21,22,40,41], or (3) simulation frameworks where the
effect of the grating is accounted for implicitly, without introducing the gratings as components
in the simulation [16,31,33].

Two-dimensional (flat) grating models are common in, but not restricted to, wave-optics
simulations and involve either an idealised binary representation of the grating [18,26,27,44] or
application of a complex transmission function (projection approximation) [14,15,20,23–25,32].
However, assuming the gratings are infinitesimally thin is not always a valid approximation.
X-rays can, for example, intersect the grating bars under an angle, impacting the effective distance
traveled through the material. To incorporate these effects, grating bars are modeled as full
3D objects [21,22,40,41]. Three-dimensional MC models of membranes have been used for
simulating speckle-based imaging as well [45]. As long as the gratings are a fixed part of the
simulation model, however, any change in grating geometry requires a new MC simulation.

2.3. Virtual gratings in GATE

If the EI XPCI simulation is performed entirely in GATE without virtual gratings, the two
gratings (sample mask and detector mask) are explicitly modeled as physical objects in the
simulation. The photons will therefore interact with the grating bars the same way as with any
object in the beam path. To make a clear distinction with the virtual gratings we will define
below, gratings that are directly modeled in GATE will be described as explicit gratings in the
remainder of the text. As mentioned in Section 1, an explicit grating model requires a new MC
simulation whenever a grating parameter, such as pitch or aperture size, is changed. To drastically
decrease the computation time when many parameter variations are required, we propose to use an
alternative simulation approach, which we will name the virtual grating approach. This concept
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essentially encompasses the decoupling of the grating parameters from the MC simulation, in
such a way that these can be defined after the MC simulation has finished. As such, the photon
interactions within the phantom and detector are preserved regardless of grating parameter choice.
In other words, one MC simulation can serve as a basis for a virtually unlimited number of
grating parameter variations.

To achieve this high degree of flexibility, the concept of virtual volumes is introduced in GATE,
relying on the ProcessGATE library [46]. The virtual volumes replace the explicit gratings in
GATE, as shown in Fig. 2. These volumes are defined as (box) volumes in a GATE macro, and
named as follows:

phantom

virtual grating 1

detector

virtual grating 2

photon

Fig. 2. Positioning of the virtual grating volumes in GATE (not to scale). The source (not
shown) is positioned to the left of virtual grating 1.

/gate/world/daughters/name virtualvolume1

/gate/world/daughters/name virtualvolume2

for source and detector mask, respectively. To activate the virtual grating code in GATE, the
following macro command is added:

/gate/processGate/enableVirtualVolume

When activated, the standard ROOT [47] output of GATE will be extended with additional
parameters. In short, the ROOT output of a simulation is a structured list of information on the
interactions and trajectories of all detected photons. It stores for example the 3D coordinates
of the position where the photon deposited its energy in the detector, as well as the position
where it was generated in the source. For virtual grating simulations, twelve new parameters
are added to this list, storing the coordinates of the intersection points with the front and back
planes of the two virtual gratings. With these additional parameters at hand, it is possible to
reconstruct the photon trajectories within the virtual gratings after the simulation. As will be
shown in Section 2.4, knowing these trajectories allows for the definition of grating parameters
after the MC simulation. Specifically, we can decide post-simulation which photons are blocked
by grating bars and which photons are transmitted, by defining grating bars within the virtual
grating volume. As the photon interactions in phantom and detector are taken into account by
default, this approach provides an efficient way to set up parameter variation studies without the
need for additional MC simulations. Important parameters that can be varied post-simulation
with the virtual grating approach are the pitch, aperture size, grating thickness, shift, and rotation.
As a result, misalignment effects can be analyzed as well. We note that the proposed approach is
not limited to rectangular gratings and allows for the insertion of more exotic grating designs
such as asymmetric [44,48] or even bent [49] and circular [50] masks.
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2.4. Processing virtual grating simulation results

In this section, the processing of the virtual grating simulation output will be discussed. Figure 3
shows a schematic overview of the image formation based on virtual gratings output. Through its
ROOT output, GATE provides information on each photon’s energy and position coordinates
in the virtual grating volumes and the detector. The user provides information on the position
of apertures and grating bars, through the definition of the grating parameters. The combined
knowledge of grating bar locations and photon trajectories allows us to determine whether or not
a photon intersects a grating bar. If a grating bar is encountered, the distance traveled through the
bar is calculated. The user defines the material of the grating bar and the corresponding energy-
dependent attenuation coefficient. Subsequently, the Lambert-Beer law is used to determine the
transmission factor of each photon. This yields a value between 0 and 1, acting as a weight for the
final contribution of the photon to the summed intensity at the detector. As each grating yields a
transmission factor, the total weight of the photon’s contribution is given by the multiplication of
the two weight factors.

GATE user

photon 
coordinates and 

energy VG1

photon 
coordinates and 

energy VG2

photon 
coordinates 

detector

parameters 
grating 1

parameters 
grating 2
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Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of the processing of virtual grating (VG) simulation results.

Since the simulation output holds the location where the photon is absorbed within the detector
volume, the detector pixel boundaries are user-defined as well. This allows for example for
post-simulation variations in detector pixel size. Finally, the image is formed by adding all
transmission factor weighted photons for each pixel.

A worked-out example of analytical transmission factor calculation can be found in Supplement
1 for the most commonly used EI configuration, consisting of two rectangular gratings [1]. An
extensive overview of all possible mask geometries is beyond the scope of this work, but we note
that similar reasoning leads to equivalent expressions for other grating configurations.

3. Experiments

To verify and demonstrate the proposed simulation approach, a series of test simulations is
performed. In Section 3.1, validation tests are presented that allow a comparison of simulation
results obtained from equivalent explicit and virtual grating simulations in GATE. In addition,
in Section 3.2, a simulation is defined that demonstrates the formation of a 2D-image using
virtual gratings. Finally, in Section 3.3, a simulation to demonstrate the effect of sample
mask misalignment is presented. Simulations are performed in GATE assuming a Gaussian,
polychromatic 40 kV source with 50 µm focal spot size (full width at half maximum). For all
simulations, the SDD is fixed at 1800 mm, with a sample mask magnification of 3/2. The object,

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.20962918
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.20962918
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if present, is placed directly behind the sample mask. All simulations were performed in air
(world material) and unless stated otherwise, the following physics processes were included in the
simulation: PhotoElectric, Compton, RayleighScattering, ElectronIonisation, Bremsstrahlung,
eMultipleScattering, and finally XrayRefraction [27].

3.1. Validation tests

To verify the results produced with the virtual grating approach, equivalent simulations with
explicit gratings are performed. Equivalent means that the exact same geometry is constructed,
with the only difference being the definition of the gratings as either explicit or virtual gratings.
As the goal is to demonstrate that the virtual grating approach provides a good approximation to
the explicit grating approach, the explicit grating results act as the ground truth. The implications
of the virtual grating approximation will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.

Two test cases are presented. First, a comparison between a virtual and explicit sample mask
is made at the level of the beamlet profiles. Thus, only a single grating is present in the simulated
geometry. To make the comparison, the beamlet profiles are sampled at the detector with 1 µm
pixels. A fan beam geometry is used to generate 1D detector profiles with 14 beamlets, spanning
2100 pixels, for which 107 photons are simulated. The gratings are defined as 220 µm thick
Gold gratings with a projected pitch of 150 µm. Given the magnification of 3/2, this results in a
sample mask pitch of 100 µm, whereas the aperture size is 20 µm.

In addition, a test is performed with both sample and detector mask in place. Here, sample
mask parameters are identical to the first test case. The goal of this test is to perform a comparison
at the level of the ICs, being the actual measurements in EI experiments. To ensure a good
sampling of the IC, stepping is performed with the sample mask in 15 steps of 3 µm. For the
explicit grating approach, this means 15 MC simulations are performed with 107 photons each,
again considering 14 beamlets. As the comparison is now performed at the IC level, the pixel
size is increased to 150 µm, such that each beamlet corresponds to one pixel. The detector mask
has a pitch of 149.75 µm, since it is placed right in front of the detector, and an aperture size of
32 µm. It should be noted that there is no need for a new virtual grating simulation for this test,
as the flexibility of the approach includes neglecting the presence of one of the two, er even both,
gratings. Changing the pixel size can, as mentioned earlier, also be done post-simulation.

3.2. 2D image simulation with virtual gratings

To demonstrate XPCI simulations with a virtual grating approach, AC, DPC, and DFC images
of a Beryllium sphere are simulated. This sphere has a diameter of 7 mm. The contrasts are
extracted from the sampled ICs by means of a Gaussian fit (Eq. (1)). In the MC simulation, the
101×101 pixels detector is illuminated by 108 photons. The pixel size is set to 150 µm, whereas
the grating parameters are identical to those in Section 3.1. A flat field simulation without sphere
is performed with the same simulation parameters. Stepping of the sample mask to generate the
IC is done post-simulation, using the virtual grating output.

3.3. Simulation of sample mask misalignment

An important aspect of designing and building an EI setup is the matching and alignment of
the two gratings [51,52]. Using the same virtual grating simulation output as in Section 3.2,
we demonstrate the effect of a misalignment between sample mask and detector mask. To this
end, the z-shift of the sample mask is varied in the flat field simulation results. The variation is
performed in the range of ±5 mm shift with respect to the optimal position.
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4. Results

4.1. Validation tests

In Fig. 4, the beamlet profiles resulting from the virtual and explicit grating simulations are
plotted together. As is clear from the plots, there is a very strong agreement between the profiles
generated with either method in the valleys between adjacent beamlets, where the impact of the
grating bars on the profiles is mostly present. As refraction by grating bars is not taken into
account in the case of virtual gratings, an explicit grating simulation without refraction in the
grating bars (labeled NR in the plot) is included for further comparison. We refer to Section 5.
for a more elaborate discussion.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of simulated virtual and explicit grating beamlet profiles. Left: plot
showing all 14 beamlets. Middle: zoom on a single beamlet. Right: zoom on the valley
between adjacent beamlets.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of ICs resulting from virtual and explicit grating simulations.
To avoid cluttering and redundancy, plots are shown for just two different pixels, which we will
denote pixel 1 and pixel 8. Pixel 1 corresponds to the first beamlet in Fig. 4, starting from the left.
Accordingly, pixel 8 corresponds to the eighth beamlet and is therefore located closest to the
center of the profile. From these plots, it is clear that also for the case of two gratings the virtual
grating results are consistent with the explicit grating results. Both the sampled points and the
fitted Gaussians show a good agreement. Altogether, the plots from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate
that the virtual grating approach provides a valid approximation for the explicit grating approach.
Further considerations are provided in Section 5.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated virtual and explicit grating ICs, including Gaussian fit.
Left: ICs for pixel 1. Middle: ICs for pixel 8. Right: total computation time for an increasing
number of parameter (grating translation) variations.

Using virtual gratings, the total computation time can be reduced significantly while yielding
highly similar results. The advantage grows fast when the size of the parameter study increases,
leading to time reductions of easily one or two orders of magnitude. This is illustrated in the
right panel of Fig. 5, where the total computation time is plotted for an increasing number of
parameter variations (grating translations). The GATE simulations are much more expensive
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(750 s each) compared to the post-simulation parameter iterations (1.3 s each). Hence, the total
time needed for the post-simulation virtual grating iterations increases slowly, appearing almost
constant in the plot.

4.2. 2D image simulation with virtual gratings

The 15 images generated by virtual stepping of the sample mask, with the Beryllium sphere
in place, are shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the overall intensity decreases with increasing
misalignment between the two gratings. From these images, an IC can be constructed for every
image pixel, on which a Gaussian fit is performed. Applying Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) results in the
separation of transmission, DPC and DFC. The result, after calculating AC from the transmission,
is shown in Fig. 7. All three contrasts adhere to the expectations, with clear AC and DPC signals,
and DFC only showing up at the object edges.

Fig. 6. Images generated by virtual stepping of the sample mask. The values in the image
corners are grating shifts expressed in µm.

Fig. 7. AC (left), DPC (middle), and DFC (right) images extracted from the phase stepping
images shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 8, two ICs are plotted, corresponding to different locations within the projected object.
The IC corresponding to the pixel closer to the edge has clearly shifted due to refraction, whereas
the IC in the center of the object has lowered more due to stronger attenuation.
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Fig. 8. ICs extracted from the images shown in Fig. 6 (markers Ph 1 and Ph 2), with the
location of the respective pixels indicated on the DPC image in the left panel, using the same
markers. The ICs of the corresponding flat field pixels are indicated with markers Ref 1 and
Ref 2.

4.3. Simulation of sample mask misalignment

In Fig. 9, the flat field intensity distribution resulting from a varying amount of sample mask
misalignment is shown for 21 cases, with a z-shift ranging between −5 mm and +5 mm relative
to the optimal position. The position of the sample mask along the x-axis corresponds to the
maximum of the IC. An increasing reduction in intensity towards the image edges is visible,
as the detector mask partially blocks the incoming beamlets departing from the non-matching
sample mask [52]. This effect is even more apparent in Fig. 10, where horizontal line profiles
through the images in Fig. 9 are plotted. These results indicate the importance of careful design
and positioning of the gratings in an EI setup.

Fig. 9. Overview of the effect of increasing misalignment between the sample and detector
masks. The values in the image corners are sample mask z-shifts relative to the optimal
position, expressed in mm.
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Fig. 10. Line profiles taken from the images shown in Fig. 9, showing the increasing
intensity reduction towards the edges of the images due to the misaligned sample mask
position. The values in the legend are z-shifts relative to the optimal position, expressed in
mm.

5. Discussion

The results in Section 4.1 indicate that the virtual grating approach is a valid approximation for
the explicit grating approach. Almost identical results (see Figs. 4 and 5) are obtained with a
strongly reduced total computation time. A single MC simulation was sufficient to generate the
virtual grating beamlet profiles and ICs, as all grating parameters were defined post-simulation.
With respect to the simulation time, it should be noted that a further speedup can be achieved
in GATE by splitting the simulation over multiple CPUs. This has not been discussed here, as
the speedup would be the same for explicit and virtual grating simulations, leading to the same
conclusion regarding the relative simulation time reduction. Alternatively, variance reduction
techniques are sometimes implemented to achieve a reduced simulation time [20].

In Fig. 6 it is demonstrated how the proposed approach adequately captures the effect of the
two gratings on the final image, resulting in the successful retrieval of the different contrast types,
shown in Fig. 7. The fact that these contrast types result from local changes in the IC is illustrated
by Fig. 8. In addition, the effect of poor grating alignment was demonstrated using the same
virtual grating MC output, introducing variations in the position of the sample mask along the
z-axis. Figure 9 and Fig. 10 clearly show how the beamlets generated by the sample mask drift
further away from the detector mask apertures if the misalignment increases. This illustrates the
importance of accurate grating alignment for EI.

The virtual grating approach yields a high level of flexibility with respect to post-simulation
grating design. Obviously, other setup parameter variations cannot be taken into account with
virtual gratings. Changing the SDD of the setup in GATE, for example, will always require a
new simulation, as the photon trajectories are different. Likewise, for a dithering procedure, the
photon trajectories inside the phantom change. In general, the virtual grating approach models
variations in grating parameters, but not in phantom, source and detector properties.

In the proposed approach, the grating bars are essentially modeled as purely absorbing 3D
objects, where the absorption is calculated from attenuation coefficients through the Lambert-Beer
law. Whereas this is obviously an approximation compared to a full MC grating bar model that
includes explicit scattering events and refraction [40,41], it provides a more accurate grating
representation than the often-used projection approximation (i.e. infinitely thin gratings). This is
illustrated in Fig. 11, where a comparison is made between detector profiles simulated with virtual
gratings, explicit gratings and the projection approximation. The simulated setup corresponds
to the two-mask setup presented in Section 3.1, but with a larger detector. Shadowing effects
[41] that increase towards the detector edges are visible when 3D grating models are used. This
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shadowing effect is also known as angular filtration, and is taken into account in our model but
not in the projection approximation.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of simulated detector profiles for different phase stepping positions.
A shift of 0 µm corresponds to perfectly aligned gratings. V: virtual gratings. E: explicit
gratings. E-NR: explicit gratings without bar refraction. PA: projection approximation.

As scaling up the technology is an important goal for future EI applications [4], simulation
requirements are expected to shift more towards cone beam systems with a larger field of view.
As such, angular filtration becomes an increasingly important effect, implying the thickness of
the gratings must be taken into account. Therefore, infinitely thin grating models will most likely
become insufficient for future grating design studies, since these will require 3D grating models.
The increased relevance of 3D grating models in future MC simulations for EI illustrates the
potential of the virtual grating approach.

To demonstrate that the residual difference between virtual and explicit grating models is
primarily due to refraction effects, an additional profile is plotted that results from purely
absorbing explicit gratings, which neither refract nor reflect the x-ray photons. This profile
is practically identical to the virtual grating profile, indicating that the differences are indeed
due to refraction in the grating bars. The goal of the proposed approach is thus not to give an
as detailed as possible modeling of all possible photon interactions in the grating bars, but to
provide a balanced trade-off between simulation detail and total simulation time. This is achieved
by including the predominant grating bar effect, being attenuation of the polychromatic photon
beam. This ensures that effects such as beam hardening due to residual grating bar transmission
are taken into account [53].

As indicated by the increased number of output variables in the ROOT output, the increased
flexibility of the virtual grating approach comes at the cost of increased output file sizes. The
twelve additional variables are stored with double precision, implying that for every 106 detected
photons the file size increases with 96 MB. To keep the file size reasonable for very large
simulations with very high numbers of simulated photons, several modifications to the current
implementation can be considered. The most obvious modification would arguably be storing
variables with single precision, hereby lowering the additional file size by 50%. In addition, if
the virtual volume is defined as a box with planes parallel to the detector plane, all photons will
enter and leave the virtual volume at the same z-coordinates. Here, it is assumed that the box is
large enough such that it is unlikely for photons to enter or leave through planes other than the
front and back planes. If this is the case, all photons share their z-coordinates, meaning those
need to be stored only once. This would reduce the additional file size by another 33%. However,
if the virtual volumes defined by the user are not box-shaped, this is not always possible. Finally,
it can be considered to reduce the number of output variables in the ROOT output itself, as there
may be output variables that the user does not need for their application. The reduction in file
size would then depend on the number of variables which is removed from the output.

It should be noted that, since the same MC simulation is used for the generation of various
images with different grating parameters, all the images generated from this MC simulation will
exhibit highly similar photon statistics. Therefore, if a sufficient amount of photons is generated
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in the virtual grating simulation, this will immediately keep the noise low for all parameter
variations. The similarity in noise properties is apparent from Fig. 10. Finally, although not
explicitly demonstrated in this work, we stress that the virtual grating approach is applicable
beyond rectangular grating designs. It can be applied to less conventional, non-rectangular
grating configurations as well, as long as intersection points between photon trajectories and
grating components can be calculated in either an analytical or numerical way.

6. Conclusion

An alternative simulation approach was proposed to reduce the computation time in full MC
XPCI simulations with varying grating parameters. To this end, the concept of virtual grating
volumes was introduced. By allowing the definition of grating parameters post-simulation, the
amount of required MC simulations for a parameter study, and therefore the total computation
time, can be reduced significantly. The results presented in this work show the feasibility of
adopting the proposed virtual grating approach to reduce the total simulation time, especially
when many variations in grating parameters (pitch, aperture, thickness) and position are required.
It should be noted that, whilst using GATE for our MC simulations, the presented concepts are
generic and therefore applicable in any MC environment for XPCI simulations. We believe
this simulation approach has the potential to facilitate the design of future EI systems, hereby
supporting the propagation of XPCI as a standard imaging method.
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